THE USE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE HAND-HELD CONTROL BOX

The Control Box can be used to perform all the time-setting and programming functions of the SBD 2000 digital clock, as well as additional functions including using the display as a chronograph and timer.

The 'Hour' and 'Minute' buttons on the control box work exactly like the top and bottom buttons on the digital display itself. Individually they set the hour and minutes of the display, pressed together they enter programming mode. There is also a 'Second' button which allows the user to set the correct time in seconds on the display. First you must press the 'Shift Digit' button. This changes the display and shows either HH:MM or MM:SS.

The bottom three buttons on the control box allow the display to be used as a timer. The far left button, 'Count Up', puts the display at 00:00. The 'Start/Stop' button will start the timer function counting up. Pressing the 'Start/Stop' button again will stop the timer, and pressing it again will start the timer counting again from that time. To reset the counter to 00:00, press the 'Count Up' button again.

The 'Clock' button sets the display back to timekeeping mode with an HH:MM display.

The 'Count Down' button allows the user to choose how much time the display should use to count down from. Using the 'Hour', 'Minute' and 'Second' buttons, the user enters the desired count down time. Pressing the 'Start/Stop' button begins the count down. Pressing the 'Start/Stop' button again freezes the time until the button is pressed again and the count down continues. Pressing the 'Count Down' button will reset the display to the last programmed count down time.